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Abstract 

Managing demand for energy is becoming increasingly important for efforts to shift toward 

more sustainable lifestyles. Managing demand for energy involves changes in human behaviour, 

and can be achieved through more efficient uses of technology, and through conservation. Feedback 

is often cited as a critical tool to promote energy conservation and efficiency, but recent studies in 

behavioural science suggest that feedback alone may not be enough to promote lasting changes in 

behaviour. As an alternative, recent studies have shown the effectiveness of providing residents 

with normative feedback, rather than simple personal feedback. The current study analyses the 

impact of real-time feedback on residential electricity consumption over a two-year period. Results 

showed that when framed as a social comparison, feedback resulted in long-term reductions in 

household electricity consumption. Importantly, greater reductions were observed for households 

that identified more strongly with the normative referent group. Theoretical implications of the 

findings for behavioural science and the corresponding practical implications for fostering long-

term sustainable behaviours are discussed. 

 

 Keywords: energy conservation, normative feedback, group identification, pro-

environmental behaviours, long-term. 
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Introduction 

The United Nations’ Conference on Climate Change (COP21) produced an ambitious 

international commitment to curtail global greenhouse gas emissions (“Paris Agreement - European 

Commission,” n.d.). Meeting this goal will require important critical changes to consumer 

behaviour patterns, in addition to changes to infrastructure and technology (IPCC, 2014; Karen, 

n.d.). With electricity generation accounting for roughly 40% of global CO2 emissions, targeting 

this sector will be an important part of mitigating human impacts on the climate (Dietz et al., 2009). 

To achieve these changes, it is critical to understand how long-term sustainable behaviours can be 

promoted at the end-user level. Normative feedback has emerged as a useful tool in promoting 

energy efficiency and conservation, and to date has been successfully used with nearly 100 million 

households worldwide (e.g., opower.com). In contrast to personal feedback, which provides 

individuals with information about how their actions have changed over time, normative feedback 

provides individuals with information that allows them to compare their own behaviour to that of 

others.  

In the current paper, we investigated the long-term effect of a normative feedback system in 

which residents’ electricity use was compared to that of similar other households. The feedback was 

provided using smart meter enabled real-time in-home displays that provided dynamic information 

about household electricity consumption. The current paper builds on a previous study showing 

short-term energy reductions for households that received real-time normative feedback, but not for 

households that received simple personal feedback or feedback coupled with cost information 

(Schultz et al., 2015). In an effort to inform strategies aimed at achieving long-term sustainable 

behaviours we investigate the role of social-psychological factors in fostering conservation (Amel 

et al., 2017). Here we show that two years after the deployment of in-home displays, households 

receiving the normative feedback continued to use less electricity than did a randomized control. 

Importantly, the effect was stronger for households that more strongly identified with the referent 

group of “similar households” used in the feedback frame.  
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Resource conservation 

Behavioural science has identified a number of strategies for promoting energy conservation 

and efficiency. Recent work has begun to delineate the boundary conditions of each strategy, 

bringing to light the contexts in which each strategy is maximally effective at encouraging 

conservation behaviour (Schultz, 2015). Such strategies include commitments, financial appeals, 

incentives and disincentives, feedback, values-based messaging, and social norms (Abrahamse et 

al., 2007; Fielding et al., 2008; Schultz et al., 2007, 2005). In the area of energy conservation, 

monetary appeals have commonly been employed, with the underlying assumption that individuals 

will engage in a behaviour that has clear personal benefits (Penner et al., 2005). However, results on 

the effectiveness of financial appeals have been mixed. While some success has emerged by 

enticing or rewarding pro-environmental behaviour (Poortinga et al., 2013; Thøgersen, 2003), 

research has also shown a number of instances in which incentives have failed to promote, and in 

some cases even decreased, conservation behaviour (Asensio and Delmas, 2015; Schultz and 

Kaiser, 2012). 

An increasingly common strategy to promote conservation behaviour involves highlighting 

a social norm. Following the actions of what most others are doing (descriptive norm) or believe 

ought to be done (injunctive norm) is a universal human tendency, and social norms have been 

shown to strongly influence a person’s decisions (Cialdini, 2009, 2003). For instance, a non-littered 

environment conveys a descriptive normative message: people do not litter here. Likewise, a clean 

street with litter neatly swept into a pile communicates the injunctive normative message that others 

would disapprove of littering in this environment (Cialdini et al., 1991). Research has shown that 

normative messages are most influential when the descriptive and injunctive norms are aligned 

(e.g., a neighbourhood both practices recycling and disapproves of people who don’t recycle). 

However, ‘boomerang effects’ (i.e. unintended reductions in the desired behaviour) can occur when 

individuals are provided with a descriptive norm that occurs at a lower rate than their current 
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behaviour. For instance, someone who recycles often may reduce their recycling rates after learning 

that their neighbours recycle less than they do. To prevent this, an injunctive norm supporting the 

environmental behaviour can be leveraged (e.g., others approve of recycling; Schultz et al., 2007). 

This crucial aspect of injunctive and descriptive norms alignment has been showed in previous 

interventions based on normative campaigns, both in conservation behaviour such as household 

electricity consumption (Goldstein et al., 2008; Nolan et al., 2008), and, more broadly, across many 

pro-social behaviours (DiClemente et al., 2001; Keizer et al., 2013, 2008; Pillutla and Chen, 1999). 

In fact, through norms alignment, social norms can promote conservation behaviour among both 

those initially engaged and disengaged, alike. As described later, this alignment aspect is crucial in 

our study as well, because residents who are already conserving energy should be provided 

messages of approval for their continued low level of consumption. The approach of norms 

alignment is clearly linked with the core issue of the present research, namely promoting long-term 

sustainable lifestyles: in fact, sustained and aligned norms may function as promoters of 

increasingly well-performed pro-environmental and sustainable behaviours (Farrow et al., 2017); 

and, the worldwide explosion of social media in the last decade obviously provides fertile ground 

for applications able to reach millions of end-users (Schultz et al., 2018). 

Normative feedback and energy conservation 

While deviations from the norm is clearly evident for behaviours that occur in public 

(Griskevicius et al., 2010) (e.g., littering in public spaces), social norms are oftentimes unclear for 

private behaviours such as household electricity consumption, and the extent to which one’s 

behaviour aligns with these norms. The latter obstacle comes about because households typically 

only receive energy use information via a utility bill that simply sums their usage; such feedback is 

spatially delayed, fails to highlight the most consumptive behaviours, and is often communicated in 

perceptually ambiguous units (e.g., kilowatt hours). Studies using various forms of feedback have 

been effective at increasing knowledge about consumptive behaviours (Kluger and DeNisi, 1996), 

as well as in promoting self-efficacy for reduced consumption (Bandura, 1986). In addition, studies 
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have shown that coupling normative information with individualized feedback can reliably increase 

household conservation behaviours across several sectors, including recycling(Schultz, 1999), water 

(Schultz et al., 2014; Seyranian et al., 2015), and electricity (Grønhøj and Thøgersen, 2011; Schultz 

et al., 2015). 

By providing households with normative feedback on a specified behavioural domain such 

as household electricity use, high consumers tend to decrease their consumption, aligning usage 

closer to the norm (Ferraro and Miranda, 2013; Ferraro and Price, 2013; Schultz et al., 2007). 

Targeting high-consumptive households is an effective strategy for generating overall energy 

reductions because even a small percentage reduction can outweigh the possible reductions that 

could be made by low-consuming households. Normative feedback is therefore a useful strategy for 

promoting sustainable behaviours, and it can generate substantial reductions in above-average users 

while keeping below-average users motivated to conserve.  

While the efficacy of normative feedback has been clearly established, the durability of 

these changes is less clear. Some studies have only detected short-lived effects (Ferraro and 

Miranda, 2013; Fielding et al., 2008), and others have found sustained reductions (Allcott and 

Rogers, 2014, 2012; Ayres et al., 2012; Grønhøj and Thøgersen, 2011). In addition, the underlying 

mechanism for normative social influence has not been clearly established, although social identity 

theory would suggest that strong identification with the normative referent group could play an 

important role in the long-term impact of normative feedback.  

Group identification and conservation behaviours 

Because the worldwide environmental crisis results from the collective impact of individual 

choices, it is important to consider the collective or group-based drivers of behaviours (Fritsche et 

al., 2018). Social Identity Theory (Tajfel and Turner, 2004, 1979) proposes that individuals classify 

themselves and others into social groups, resulting in identification with the group (Ashforth and 

Mael, 1989; Tajfel and Turner, 2004, 1979). Membership to a group (ingroup) results in increased 

conformity with the perceived norms of the ingroup, while comparison to non-membership 
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(outgroup) results in increased differentiation from the group (Turner et al., 1987). These two 

processes have been evidenced in the environmental literature (Fritsche et al., 2018): when one’s 

ingroup is perceived to be relatively environmentally-oriented, individuals are more willing to 

engage in conservation behaviours. Conversely, when one’s outgroup is perceived as less 

environmentally oriented, willingness to act pro-environmentally is lower (Ferguson et al., 2011; 

Graffeo et al., 2015).  

Drawing on social identity theory, the influence of an ingroup should moderate the impact 

of normative feedback when identification with the referent group is high (Nigbur et al., 2010; 

Terry and Hogg, 1996). Previous research has established the attenuation of social influence when 

the referent group is perceived as an outgroup, but little direct evidence exists showing that the 

strength of identification with an ingroup can moderate the impact of a normative information 

(Abrams et al., 1990; Goldstein et al., 2008). While past research has focused on manipulating 

characteristics of the referent group to increase perceived similarity, here we measure participants’ 

natural identification with the referent group to ascertain its impact in the normative influence 

paradigm. 

 

Fostering long-term energy conservation 

The current study expands on the results of Schultz and colleagues (Schultz et al., 2015) 

with new data. The initial analyses showed that smart-meter enabled in-home displays (IHDs) that 

provided normative feedback were effective in promoting energy conservation during a 3-month 

intervention. The new data reported here show kWh consumption for 390 homes over a two-year 

period. We report two findings from a randomized experiment where we provided aligned 

descriptive and injunctive normative feedback (henceforth normative feedback). First, we 

corroborate and expand past research showing the persistence in energy reductions from a 

normative feedback intervention: providing aligned normative feedback is an effective strategy for 

promoting long-term energy conservation by reducing energy consumption among high users, and 
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by providing social approval for continued conservation among low consuming households (e.g., 

mitigating the boomerang effect). Second, we demonstrate a novel moderating factor, group 

identification, that may explain the discrepant findings regarding the long-term effects of normative 

feedback. 

Method 

The methods reported here reflect those reported in Schultz and colleagues’ study of 2015 

(Schultz et al., 2015). Households were recruited from October 2012 to June 2013, and the 

intervention period began in July 2013. Household electricity data was provided by San Diego Gas 

and Electric (SDG&E) utility, from July 2013 through September of 2015.  

Participants 

Residents of 390 single-family households participated in the study and had complete data 

for the entire study duration. About 76.2% reported earning more than $55,000 per year (the 

identified regional median). The average household contained 3.41 residents, with an average 

residency of 11.1 years. Reported political affiliation was as follows: 35.9% Republican, 31.8% 

Democrat, and 24.9% other (note that these affiliations reflect only the individual who filled out the 

survey). Homes in the study averaged 2130 square feet, and those with photovoltaic solar panels 

were excluded. 

Materials 

Survey. Households were recruited for the study using both mail and follow-up in-person 

surveys. Survey items included several climate change and energy knowledge related questions, as 

well as demographics. The extent to which residents identified with households in their 

neighbourhood that were similar to their own was assessed by respondents rating the following 

statements from 1-7 (not true to very true): ‘I am similar to this group’, ‘I see myself as part of this 

group’, ‘I am glad to belong to this group’, and ‘I feel that I have strong ties to this group’ (α = .89). 

Consent was obtained via signature to collect electricity use data from SDG&E utility company.   

In-home displays. Rainforest Automation Company collaborated with our research team to 
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create three distinct custom-coded in-home displays (IHDs; figure 1). Each device communicated 

near real-time energy use information via a display (3-5 seconds delay), and three LED lights (red, 

yellow, and green). All displays depicted aggregated household energy use, and were wirelessly 

connected to the household’s smart meter. 

Feedback only. Feedback only IHDs communicated a household's near real-time energy 

consumption. Display lights changed colour as energy use in the home fluctuated past a 30% 

threshold. A yellow light indicated that the electricity consumed in the home had not changed past 

that threshold within the past 3 minutes. When the household increased its electricity use compared 

to the energy used in the past 3 minutes, the light turned red. A green light indicated a reduction in 

energy use. Note that because the threshold was based on the past 3 minutes average energy 

consumption only, changes in energy consumption resulted in very clear injunctive normative 

information through near real-time feedback (3-5 seconds delay) provided by the green or red light 

(social approval or disapproval). 

Cost and feedback. The cost and feedback IHD showed the same information as the 

feedback only IHD, and also indicated the real-time cost associated with the household’s energy 

use. SDG&E’s tiered pricing system was custom coded into the displays to ensure an accurate 

estimation of cost information. Although costs differed greatly between households, the typical 

household saw instantaneous costs in the 18-cent to 54-cent per hour range. The LED lights 

functioned the same as the lights on the feedback only IHD. 

Norms and feedback. Participants who received the norms and feedback IHD were able to 

compare their current real-time energy use with that of the real-time averaged use of “similar 

households in your neighbourhood.” The similar households’ comparison was created using 

gateway technology and a data cloud to average the use of others in the study with a similar device. 

Following the same 30% threshold of the other devices, the LED lights reflected how the 

household’s energy consumption compared to similar homes. The yellow light indicated a similar 

use, red a higher use, and green a lower use.  
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Procedure 

Participants were recruited from an identified region of 6500 single-family homes in North 

County in San Diego, California. Using Zillow.com and Google maps, housing characteristics were 

recorded along with the postal addresses. This information was used to provide custom information 

on the survey, as well as additional data for analyses. Researchers initially followed the Tailored 

Design Method (Dillman, 2006), and also went door-to-door in order to increase response rates, 

resulting in an 18% positive response rate. Households that did not have Internet or refused to sign 

a data release form were excluded. Of the 1157 households who responded to the survey, 816 were 

eligible to participate. 

The 816 participants were randomly assigned to 1 of 4 IHD conditions (feedback only, cost 

and feedback, norms and feedback, or no IHD). Participants were contacted by phone to schedule 

an installation date. Participants in the no IHD condition (control) were not given an IHD, but 

researchers visited them in their home, as well. (Note: this was due to the need to show some 

participants a video, not reported here; see Schultz et al., 2015 for details). 

IHD deployments occurred over four weeks. A pair of researchers set up the devices in the 

home and explained features of the device to one or more household members. Participants were 

contacted 3 months following deployment to complete a follow-up survey over the phone (see 

Schultz et al., 2015 for details). Energy use data was obtained by SDG&E via a password-protected 

computer. The research team followed strict protocol to protect participant information and the 

hourly kWh electricity data. Although 431 households were successfully recruited into the study, 

only 390 households had complete data for the long-term results reported here (e.g., residents 

moved, installed solar), with no differences in dropout rates across groups. 

Results 

Participants in this study were residents of single-family households, which used an average 

of 22.15 kWh per day during the two weeks prior to the intervention (see methods section). Survey 

data from participating households were obtained prior to the experiment, among which included a 
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measure of group identification with similar households in the area (operationalized as 

identification with “households in your neighbourhood that are similar to yours”). In cooperation 

with Rainforest Automation, three different custom-coded in-home displays (IHDs) were 

developed. The three displays, plus the control group, were coded as follows: 

1) Feedback-only IHD: displayed the household's current kW consumption 

2) Feedback plus cost IHD: displayed current kW consumption and associated cost  

3) Normative feedback IHD: displayed current kW consumption of household plus average 

kW consumption of similar neighbouring households that also had a normative feedback 

IHD 

4) Control: participants did not receive an IHD 

Each IHD had a digital display and three LED lights (red, yellow, and green), and was 

wirelessly connected with the smart meter in the participant's home. This wireless connection 

allowed for household kW consumption to be displayed on the IHD in near real time—

approximately a 3-5 second delay. The LED lights provided valenced feedback to encourage 

reductions in energy consumption (see method section for details). For the feedback-only and 

feedback plus cost IHDs, the green light was illuminated when the level of household consumption 

decreased; the yellow was illuminated when consumption did not change; and the red light was on 

when consumption increased. For the normative IHDs, the green light was on when household use 

was lower than the referent group (i.e. “similar households”), yellow when use was the same, and 

red when electricity use was higher. In all conditions, these lights provided participants with an 

injunctive norm in relation to their current electricity use (e.g., red meant disapproval of higher 

energy use). 

To calculate the effects of each treatment, overall average daily consumption of kWh across 

the two-year period between the groups was first analysed. Given the initial finding of a short-term 

reduction in energy consumption in the normative feedback condition (Schultz et al., 2015), we 

predicted a similar effect during the 2-year follow-up period. A oneway ANCOVA was conducted 
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controlling for baseline consumption; a significant covariate effect was detected, F(3, 385) = 

624.20, p < .001, pη2 = .62, and no main effect of treatment was found, F(3, 385) = .98, p > .05, pη2 

= .01 (see Figure 2 for marginal means). Given our a priori prediction, a protected planned 

comparison (Howell, 2012) was conducted, revealing that households in the normative feedback 

condition (M = 20.69; SD = 9.79; N = 80) consumed less electricity on a daily average at a 

marginally significant level compared to the average of the households that received either 

standalone feedback, cost feedback, or no feedback (control) (M = 21.68; SD = 8.99; N = 310), 

t(387) = 1.40, p = .081, d = .18. Households that received normative feedback used 4.57% less 

electricity across the 2-year period than did the other three experimental groups. These encouraging 

results suggest that normative feedback may result in both immediate and long-term energy 

reductions (see Figures 2 and 3).  

Because normative feedback promoted the greatest reductions in energy use across the two 

years, we conducted further analyses and tested our main hypothesis: that identification with the 

referent group (similar households) would moderate the relationship between normative feedback 

and long-term energy consumption, with households highly identified with the referent group 

demonstrating the most durable energy use reductions. In these focused analyses, we compared the 

normative feedback condition to the other three groups combined. Combining the non-normative 

groups was justified because a) the normative comparison occurred only in the normative feedback 

condition, and b) there were no significant differences in energy use between the three non-norm 

conditions in the short term. A moderation analysis was conducted using PROCESS (Hayes, 2013) 

and allowed us to test our hypothesis using a dichotomous independent variable (normative 

feedback vs. other conditions combined) and a continuous moderator (i.e. the full range of 

identification scores) to predict the criterion variable (i.e. average daily kWh consumption 

aggregated at the weekly level during the 2-year follow-up period), while controlling for baseline 

consumption. Results, computed using robust standard error to correct for heteroskedasticity 

(Breusch-Pagan: LM = 22.45, p < .001; Koenker: LM = 12.39, p = .01), showed that our model 
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significantly predicted the criterion variable, F(4, 379) = 186.57, p > .001, R2
adj = .63. Baseline 

energy consumption was a significant covariate, b = .72, t = 26.16, p < .001. Importantly, the 

interaction term was marginally significant, b = -.69, t = -1.85, p = .06. Given our a priori 

hypothesis, we proceeded to probe the interaction through a spotlight analysis and through the 

Johnson-Neyman technique (Johnson and Fay, 1950). Specifically, we report conditional effects of 

the normative condition on long-term energy consumption for low identification (-1 standard 

deviation), average identification (mean) and high identification (+1 standard deviation) with 

similar households. Results show that the strength of the effect increases for higher scores of 

identification with similar households. Controlling for baseline energy consumption, this indicates 

that as identification with similar household strengthens, normative feedback exhibits a stronger 

effect on long-term energy conservation (Figure 4), respectively with low identification (M = 3.10, 

b = -.02, t = -.03, p = .97), average identification (M = 4.63, b = -1.08, t = -1.62, p = .11), and high 

identification (M = 6.17, b = -2.14, t = -2.27, p = .02).  

The full range of conditional effects are plotted in Figure 5 using the Johnson-Neyman 

technique (Hayes and Montoya, 2017), showing that the conditional effect of normative feedback 

on long-term kWh consumption through identification with similar households is significant for the 

top 37.24% of identifiers. Overall, these results suggest that increased identification with the 

reference group enacts the desired sustainable behaviour (in our case, energy conservation) in the 

context of receiving normative feedback on the behaviour of similar households. In other words, the 

more individuals are identified with a referent group for which they receive aligned descriptive and 

injunctive normative feedback, the more they will conserve energy. 

 

General discussion 

 Results from two years of smart meter data showed that normative feedback interventions 

can successfully promote long-term energy reductions, and that these reductions are largely realized 

by households that are more strongly identified with the normative referent group. To our 
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knowledge, this finding is the first to establish support for the positive moderating role of group 

identification in the normative influence paradigm, as well as the first to measure these effects long-

term.  

 The durability of the normative feedback effects in this intervention corroborate the findings 

of other long-term analyses (Allcott and Rogers, 2012; Ayres et al., 2012; Grønhøj and Thøgersen, 

2011), affirming the viability of this tool in promoting sustained reductions in residential energy 

use. These findings indicate that normative feedback may facilitate the development of an energy 

conservation-oriented identity. The development of such an identity may mediate the relationship 

between a normative feedback intervention and the durability of its effects. To our knowledge, we 

provide the first support that group identification, long proposed as a theoretically sound moderator 

(Fritsche et al., 2018; Schultz et al., 2018), indeed moderates the relationship between normative 

influence and long-term energy reductions. This finding suggests that, while normative information 

regarding a generic group exerts a strong influence on behaviour, normative information pertaining 

to one’s in-group may be even more effective in promoting durable behaviour change. Therefore, 

we provide here a theoretically sound and practically effective framework to promote widespread 

sustainability. In fact, this framework, rooted in latest research in environmental and social 

psychology, could be easily applied thank to the actual technological advancements we are 

developing and using worldwide (e.g., social networks, smart meters, internet of things, etc.; 

Fritsche et al., 2018; Schultz et al., 2018). However, because past research has struggled to 

manipulate referent group characteristics to increase perceived identification with the in-group 

(Goldstein et al., 2008), future research should investigate which factors in which populations are 

most likely to promote group identification. 

In application, we suggest that while real-time feedback is an effective strategy, standalone 

feedback without context is less effective in promoting long-term reductions compared to coupling 

the feedback with normative information. Secondly, the finding that those highly identified with the 

referent group tended to sustain energy reductions offers a powerful potential tool for companies 
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already implementing normative feedback interventions, such as Opower (Schultz et al., 2018). It 

should follow that communications enhancing the perceived group affiliation with a low-consuming 

referent group could motivate high-consuming households to reduce their consumption and lead to 

sustained reductions. What’s more, it could be possible to promote collective pro-environmental 

action at the community level by reinforcing the identification and belongingness to a “green 

community”. Continued research on the factors that promote in-group identity in the normative 

influence paradigm would complement these findings. Furthermore, long-term sustainable 

behaviours (e.g., energy conservation) could be further enhanced if tailored for specific groups of 

individuals (e.g., groups of end-users) or if targeting specific times across the year (e.g., winter vs. 

summer, heat-waves and drought periods). In Figure 3, we split the reduction effect of the three 

experimental conditions and the control group and span it across the 2-years period showing 

marginal means (and significant differences through error bars) of the average daily kWh 

consumption. As an applied example, which should be further investigated in the future, such in 

depth analysis could inform future policies and interventions to foster even more long-term energy 

conservation, as well as other possible sustainable behaviours. 

 Given the pressing need to mitigate global carbon emissions, changes in consumer 

behaviours are needed alongside structural solutions for the translation of behavioural science into 

interventions (Allcott and Mullainathan, 2010), although focusing on the time pressure issue for 

sustainability promotion could eventually turn out as a non-winning strategy (Brozyna et al., 2018). 

Instead, according to the evidence reported here, a simple addition to the already widespread smart 

meter technology— conveying a social comparison to a relevant referent group— or cost- and 

resources-effective applications through social networks or internet of things, offer readily 

implementable strategies to promote long-term energy reductions. Because the normative feedback 

strategy is feasible in implementation, targets specific groups of end-users, and promotes a culture 

of sustainability, it warrants serious consideration as a primary tool in curbing sustainable 
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behaviours such as considerate energy use particularly among households with strong ties to 

relevant reference groups.  
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Figures legends 

Figure 1. In Home Displays (IHDs). 

 

Figure 2. Average daily kWh consumption across experimental conditions in the two-years period. 

DV (y-axis) represents overall aggregated daily kWh consumption across two years in kWh (from 

19 kWh to 24 kWh). Error bars represent a 95% C.I.. 

 

Figure 3. Average daily kWh consumption across experimental conditions for the 2-years period. 

Marginal means are shown for each experimental condition (standalone feedback, cost feedback, 

normative feedback, control). Error bars represent the standard error the control group’ marginal 

means resulting from an oneway repeated measures ANCOVA (IHD condition on average daily 

energy consumption; covariate: baseline kWh consumption). 

 

Figure 4. Spotlight analysis probing the interaction effect of IHD condition and identification with 

similar households on average daily kWh consumption. 

The conditional effect of the normative condition on long-term energy consumption is shown for 

low identification (-1 standard deviation), average identification (mean) and high identification (+1 

standard deviation) with similar households. The slopes are significantly different at a 95% 

Confidence Interval. 

 

Figure 5. Johnson-Neyman technique showing the full range of conditional effect of normative 

feedback on long-term kWh consumption through identification with similar households. 

The effect is significant for the top 37.24% of identifiers at a 95% Confidence Interval. 
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